
Summer 2011 Newsletter 
2011 so far has been a year of incredible growth for The Kindu Trust, with new office 
moves both in London and Ethiopia. As always, we are incredibly grateful for your 
support which continues to encourage us at each and every step of our journey. The 
focus for us for the rest of this year, is to increase awareness of The Kindu Trust’s 
work, and there are many ways in which you can help us to achieve this goal. Please 

read the accompanying letter to find out more about the resources we have available to help you help us! 

The Gondar Team has Moved! 
In January 2010 the Kindu Trust team in Gondar moved from the large Tara Centre to a much 
smaller 3-room office. This was always only going to be a temporary move and since then the 
team has been searching for the perfect compound with enough 
indoor and outdoor space to run a number of different projects. 
Finally, they were successful and in March 2011 the team moved to a 
new larger compound, a move which will enable us to expand the 
exciting work we are doing with the community in Gondar.  
 

The new compound has a good amount of outdoor space, part of 
which has already been converted into a vegetable garden, and a 
number of good sized rooms. As well as the Kindu Gift Shop and 
offices, which were in existence in our last property, we now have 
space for a workshop, kitchen, library, meeting room, play group 
and youth club. We will be featuring our new projects in newsletters 
to come, so watch this space!! 
 

Please note: The postal address of the Kindu Trust - Ethiopia office has 
not changed. It is still PO box 1500, Gondar, Ethiopia. 

Project Focus: HIV+ Coffee Morning 
 

According to the World Health Organisation, in 2008 approximately 2% of the adult population in Ethiopia was infected with 
HIV/AIDS.  Over the past few years the Ethiopian Government has done a good job of educating the general population 

about the disease and first line therapy for HIV is available for free. 
Despite these efforts,  and those of many HIV/AIDS - focussed Non 
Government Organisations working in the region, there remains a 
stigma attached to the disease which 
can make life pretty lonely for those 
who have been diagnosed. 
 

In March 2011, The Kindu Trust 
started an HIV+ Coffee Morning to 
bring the approximately 15 HIV+  
mothers and guardians of our 
sponsored children together for 
regular meetings. During these 
meetings the women socialise and 
participate in discussion with visiting 

educators and also use the time to spin cotton thread, by hand, out of raw cotton.  We are 
working with the ladies to gather their input to help improve the programme further (we 
actually now hold it in the afternoon, not the morning at their request!), and are 
investigating the possibilities of teaching them how to weave the cotton into scarves that 
can be sold either in the local market or The Kindu Trust’s Gift Shop. 

The Kindu Trust, Peel Centre, Percy Circus, London, WC1X 9EY 
www.kindutrust.org   kindu@kindutrust.org 

News Flash: There have been recent news reports regarding severe droughts in Southern Ethiopia, Somalia, Kenya and  

Djibouti, and our hearts and thoughts go out to those people affected.  None of the areas in which The Kindu Trust operates 
have experienced drought and the rainy season is currently in full flow in Gondar. The Kindu Trust’s Ethiopian office is located 
too far away from the affected areas for the team to be able to assist in anyway, and therefore we are unable to accept  
donations intended to help relieve victims of this drought.   



Trustee Update 
The first few months of 2011 saw a number of comings and goings for the trustees of The Kindu Trust. We were sad to say 
goodbye to Lord Brian Hamilton, who  has moved to South Korea and has therefore stepped down from the board. We 
would like to take this opportunity to extend our grateful thanks to Brian for all his hard work and dedication to The Kindu 
Trust over the past 4 years. In his own words: 
 

“...I would like to extend my sincerest thanks and gratitude to Marta, Kassahun, Fente and all the Ethiopian team who 
have blossomed and worked so hard to make the development and results, successes on the ground possible and 
especially to all the sponsors, who have stuck with Kindu believing in what it stood for and what we, the 
new trustees, were trying to achieve. Without them the children in Gondar and all the other areas where we operate 
would indeed be in need and wanting support. They, the sponsors, have above all allowed us to enjoy, support and 
assist the welfare, living standards, quality of life, education and personal growth of those children and guardians 
whom they donate to and support each month. I am humbled to have been a small wheel in this process and to have 
seen results I could not have dared hope for a few years back.” 
 

In Brian’s place, we are incredibly pleased and excited to welcome two new trustees to The Kindu Trust, Ruth Sabey and 
Maren Modena who, alongside our long-standing trustees Matt Stockdale and Tom Caldwell, will oversee the continuing 
growth of the charity.  

Trustee Visit to Kate Fereday Eshete by Matt Stockdale 
 

In January 2010, Kate Fereday Eshete, The Kindu Trust’s Honorary President, left Gondar to 
move with her family to a small village in the Simian Mountains.  In May 2011, during a work 
trip to Ethiopia (I work for Link Ethiopia in London), I took a rare day off to visit Kate in her 
new home in Dib Bahir. The drive to Kate’s house took over 3 hours from Gondar, along a 
mostly dirt road, which was bumpy and muddy after recent downpours, although the scenery 
along the way certainly made up for the discomfort!  
I arrived at Kate’s house in time to sit down for a 
lunch of bread and fresh honey, harvested from 

locally kept hives located in trees around the village. We ate lunch outside under the 
trees in Kate’s back garden. The compound that she lives on is incredibly quiet and 
peaceful, with a small field behind the house where Asnake, Kate’s husband, has 
started to grow a few crops. There is no internet reception or mobile phone coverage 
at the house, the nearest place to get this is Debark - a 5 hour walk away - and Kate is 
very much enjoying the more peaceful pace of life. 
After lunch, Kate took me to visit Sebkana Farm a piece of land which she is turning 
into an ecological safe haven for local plants and animals, a place which has the most 
incredible views of the mountains! We also stopped by the new Empress Mentewab 
School, which has around 60 pupils (it was a Sunday so I didn’t get to see the school in 
action), who are currently taught in the open air while Kate is waiting for local 
permission to build the classrooms.  
Returning back to Gondar later that day I was pleased to reflect that, although she is 
no longer working day to day with The Kindu Trust, Kate’s efforts to improve the lives 
of Ethiopian children are still continuing. 

If you would prefer to receive this newsletter by email, please send your email address to kindu@kindutrust.org.  

Ruth Sabey spent a year working in 
Gondar at the teacher training 
college. During this time she met 
Kate Fereday Eshete and regularly 
visited the Tara Centre, where both 
The Kindu Trust and Kate’s Empress 
Mentewab School were housed.  She 
spent some time assessing the work 
and the teachers at Empress 
Mentewab School and  also 
conducted some training for them.  
Ruth’s experience in Ethiopia will be invaluable in identifying 
new project opportunities in Gondar. She is now semi-retired 
and is a regular visitor to The Kindu Trust’s London office 
where she helps to manage staff and volunteers. 

Maren Modena works as a Senior 
Foreign Risk Underwriter at Euler 
Hermes UK plc and has been a 
strong supporter of The Kindu Trust 
ever since she visited the Tara 
Centre in Gondar during a tour of 
Ethiopia. 
Maren has travelled extensively, 
both for business and pleasure, and 
provides a unique “tourist 
perspective” to the projects that we 
are undertaking in Ethiopia. She brings a business approach 
and  professional outlook to the charity’s operations and we 
look forward to working closely with her in the coming 
years. 

Kate and her family outside their gate 


